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Chair’s Introduction 

When I began to plan this year’s annual review I thought I would be writing of the impending threat to the pharmacy 

network posed by the ill-conceived cuts the Government proposed to implement in October.  All that has now, of 

course, changed and the minister is inclined to re-examine the proposals.  I suppose we shall never know the real 

reason for the change of heart and indeed it is probably only a stay of execution, but I’d like to think that the 

enormous effort made by pharmacy teams to promote the value of pharmacy and to garner the support of patients, 

local politicians etc. has penetrated at least some of the dense, dogma driven Whitehall brains and made them 

realise that people like their pharmacies: they value the services we provide and don’t want to lose them. 

Whilst the LPC year has of necessity been dominated by the proposed cuts, other things have happened too.  Most 

far reaching perhaps is the question of whether or not to set up a provider company which is becoming increasingly 

pertinent in view of the need to secure alternative income streams for community pharmacy. LPCs in other parts of 

the country are moving ahead with this and we have been keeping a watching brief to see how they get on.  At the 

time of writing no decision has been made but we will continue following events closely and it is likely you will be 

invited to a special general meeting to discuss the matter sometime in the not too distant future. 

The year began with announcement of the Contract settlement wherein, somewhat to the surprise of most, the 

pharmacy flu service ‘went national’ and, perhaps contrary to expectation there wasn’t a national minor (or 

common) ailments service.  The local Pharmacy First scheme has however been ‘beefed up’ and, whilst uptake is still 

rather patchy, there are signs that it is becoming embedded into daily practice. 

Other important areas of work have been around repeat prescription ordering and reduction of waste, where we 

have tried to work with the CCGs to produce robust procedures for pharmacies to work with, in order to reduce 

misunderstandings that have given rise to unnecessary friction between pharmacies and GP practices in recent 

times. 

In accordance with the LPCs strategic plan we have looked at various ways of raising the profile and awareness of 

pharmacy and its part of the wider health community.  A new patient facing website is being developed by Elissa 

Pateman and is in the final stages of preparation.  We more ‘senior’ committee members have also been persuaded 

of the value of social media to disseminate information and I’m sure twittering and tweeting will play an increasing 

role in LPC communications in the future. 

On the personnel front, we said goodbye to David Siswick who, having sold his Tamworth pharmacy, left the 

committee after 19 years’ service.  It was gratifying to find that interest in the LPC and its work was such that 

candidate interviews were necessary to secure David’s successor and we welcomed Stacey Kelly to her first full 

meeting in February.  We also lost the services of my predecessor and mentor as chairman, Richard Dean. A full 

appreciation of Richard and his work has been published elsewhere, suffice to say the LPC would not be held in the 

high regard it is today without his many years’ effort and dedication. We are extremely fortunate in having Lucy 

Dean, his daughter, as AIMP’s chosen successor. 

Early in the year the members decided that the LPC ought perhaps to be involved in charity fund raising of some sort 

and the upshot was that our Chief Officer, Peter, set off one wet Saturday September morning, on a cycle tour of 

South Staffs pharmacies (not all of them, of course, but 125 miles worth nonetheless), in aid of Fight Bladder Cancer. 

He was joined en route by other members of the committee and to date in excess of £600 has been raised.  So a 

hearty thanks, particularly to Peter, but also to his fellow cyclists and to all those who made donations. 

Finally, I would like to record, on behalf of the committee, our thanks to the LPC ‘Staffers’. Peter, Gill and Carol, who 

have once more done sterling work on behalf of the LPC and our contractors.  In a seemingly hostile world it isn’t 

always easy to achieve all one might wish to – and there’s no reason to suppose that next year will be any easier- but 

rest assured, we will do everything possible to ensure that community pharmacy in South Staffordshire remains 

healthy and vibrant. 

Best wishes, 

Steve Bullock  

Chair 
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Chief Operations Officer's Report 

Our Annual Report once again aims to summarise activity across all of our areas of operation, and where 

appropriate bring any ongoing issues up-to-date.  

LPC Membership & Structure  

LPC membership had been relatively settled for the last two years, until the retirement from the LPC of David Siswick 

on the sale of his pharmacy in Tamworth last autumn. David had been a member of the Committee since the mid-

1990’s and also served as Treasurer for a couple of years. The Committee wish him well in his retirement, which was 

accompanied by a move with his family north to Lancashire – a brave step for a dyed-in-the-wool Yorkshireman! 

Following a recruitment process, the final place for an Independent representative was allocated to Stacy Kelly, who 

works as Area Manager for Shiraz and Sons Ltd, which operates pharmacies at Fazeley, Dosthill and Peel Court in 

Tamworth along with Click2 Chemist, a distance-selling pharmacy also in Tamworth. We welcome Stacy and are 

pleased to say she has quickly established herself as an active member. 

Since the end of the 2015-16 year being reported on here – and as alluded to in the Chair’s introduction –  Richard 

Dean has also stepped down from the Committee. Richard joined the original Staffordshire LPC in 1980, thus has 

spent well over half of his life as an LPC member, 20 years of that as Chair. Richard attended 217 LPC meetings over 

that time and his list of credits is long and distinguished, including his Chairing the former South Staffordshire Health 

Authority, being a member of the West Midlands Strategic HA and a member of the Queens Hospital Burton Drug & 

Therapeutics Committee.  

The LPC agreed that this service be rightly recognised, and it was decided that we should honour Richard’s service 

with a celebratory meal, held in Burton in June. Amongst guests in addition to current members and officers we 

welcomed former members Andrew Morrison, Paul Sharman, John Carr, and Gurd Chahal. Richard is not retiring 

from pharmacy life, being actively involved still with Dean and Smedley pharmacies, along with being recently 

elected Vice-Chair of the Association of Independent Multiple Pharmacies (AIMP) and serving on the national 

Pharmacy EPS and IT user group. We wholeheartedly thank Richard for everything he has done for the committee, 

and wish him well for the future; we also have no doubt that he will remain in regular contact with the Committee. 

His place on the Committee as AIMP representative has been taken by his daughter Lucy, who is superintendent of 

the Dean and Smedley group. 

The LPC’s sub-committee structure has been active with regular meetings of both Financial and Services sub-

committees. The Strategy Review and Governance sub-committees did not meet during the year; however, it is 

expected they will meet again over the coming months. The Regulations sub-committee continues to conduct most 

of its business electronically, as notifications of regulatory changes (mostly market entry applications) is sporadic and 

infrequent, and have tight timelines for response by the LPC. Details of regulatory activity are referred to in the 

following section of this report, and Market Entry items considered by the Committee are summarised in Appendix 

4.  

Full details of the LPC Structure as well as members and officers are available on the LPC website. 

Regulation 

Community Pharmacy in 2016/17 and Beyond 

As alluded to in the Chair’s opening paragraphs, our activity since the 17th December announcement on proposed 

changes affecting community pharmacy has been dominated by lobbying stakeholders on what this might mean for 

the provision of community pharmacy services locally. We have met and briefed five or our seven MPs, all but one of 

our local councils, and Healthwatch. We have actively encouraged support for the joint NPA/PSNC/Pharmacy 

Voice/RPS campaign, which included the collection of petition signatures on paper and via the national 

parliamentary petition website. Whilst many of these contacts have yielded support, with most councils agreeing to 

write in support of the cause, certainly Staffordshire County Council were less supportive, citing even heavier cuts 

which had been borne in the provision of council services, that it expected that pharmacy should be treated no 

differently and make the necessary economies in order to continue to thrive. MPs have been supportive in taking up 

the cause with both previous and current pharmacy ministers, seeing that local people – their electorate – could be 

seriously impacted as a result of proposals which could end up with the closure of pharmacies. Unfortunately, 
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responses from both ministers repeated the government’s determination that pharmacy should (like other sectors) 

not escape efficiencies, and that the way pharmacy services were delivered needed to change. The LPC responded to 

all of the consultations on the proposals, and nationally there appeared to be some success in that proposals on 

changes to allow hub-and-spoke pharmacy services across different legal entities had been put on hold; however, we 

had still expected that funding cuts and other changes would be implemented from October, with the main impact 

on contractors felt from the NHS payments due around 1st January 2017. The “Brexit” vote and subsequent changes 

at the top of government delayed this; in September the new pharmacy minister, David Mowat, first announced a 

pause to allow a re-examination of the proposals, then a couple of weeks later saying that an October 

announcement on the cuts would confirm the original proposals, with implementation beginning in December. 

Despite this, the LPC will continue to work alongside all stakeholders to try to ensure that the true value of 

community pharmacy services is realised, with the aim of mitigating the impact of the changes on contractors, 

patients and indeed other stakeholders. 

Market Entry 

Applications for new pharmacies and other changes requiring regulatory approval (eg relocations, changes of 

ownership etc) are summarised in Appendix 4. These have been considerably fewer than in previous years, with no 

successful applications for new pharmacies other than distance-selling during 2015-16. The LPC is confident that this 

is reflective of the strength of the Pharmaceutical Needs Assessment (PNA) for Staffordshire, published in March 

2015 and referred to in last year’s report. We have recently received a draft Supplementary Statement to the PNA 

(which updates the provision of Pharmaceutical Services across the county) and with this we believe contractors can 

continue to feel confident that the PNA is indeed effective in managing market entry.  

A further development during the course of the year was the move towards centralised management of Market 

Entry applications; this was during the 2015-16 year still based relatively locally at NHS England’s office in Walsall; 

however, from the beginning of April this moved to the contracted service operated by Capita on behalf of NHS 

England. This has caused a number of issues both locally and nationally with market entry processes, to the extent 

that PSNC had sought remedial action by NHS England on the service provided by Capita. The LPC will continue to 

remain vigilant that we continue to be involved in all relevant applications of whatever type.  

As a reminder, the role of the LPC now, whilst continuing to support and represent its contractors is not to oppose or 

support any particular application, in order not to fall foul of competition law. We do try to ensure however, that: 

 Applications submitted are correctly completed and have all the necessary information for NHS England to 

consider the application 

 Due process is followed correctly according to both Regulations and guidance 

 We respond to applications objectively  

 We challenge by way of appeal if it appears that the proper procedures have not been followed, or to ensure 

clarity and openness in the process 

Contractors can be assured from examination of Appendix 4 that the LPC continues to respond to all relevant 

applications within its own boundaries, and to those in neighbouring areas which may have an impact on our 

contractors. In addition, the LPC can provide advice and guidance to existing contractors on regulatory matters, 

although this should not be taken as legal advice and if in doubt we would always suggest that legal advice should be 

sought where appropriate. 

Information Governance 

Information Governance recording requirements remain in force, and contractors once again completed their IG 

online assessment tools for version 13 of the IG Toolkit prior to 31st March 2015, which included the Business 

Continuity requirement. As a reminder there are considerable resources available on all IG requirements on the 

PSNC website, and as usual support for IG issues as always can be sought from the LPC Office. 

Contract Monitoring  

For 2015-16, NHSE engaged NHS Business Services Authority (NHS BSA) to collect data from pharmacies on contract 

compliance using a mini-CPAF questionnaire; in this, contractors assessed their own compliance using an online 

survey. The resulting answers were then used to identify any pharmacies which would be followed up with a 

complete CPAF submission; and of these a proportion were selected for compliance visits – approximately 4% of the 

http://psnc.org.uk/contract-it/pharmacy-it/information-governance/
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total contractor estate. These were done not just on the basis of the answers in the mini-questionnaire, or full CPAF 

but also in response to complaints or concerns expressed at other times to NHS England, or where breaches had 

already been reported or suspected. The process was nationally organised by NHS England and although the LPC was 

not directly consulted on the process, this had been agreed by PSNC. NHSE had been in touch with the LPC over local 

implementation and procedures, and we are not aware of any ongoing serious problems resulting from the visits, 

although these have only just been completed. We expect a report from NHSE soon and will share any general 

learning points arising soon. 

Other regulatory activity 

As usual, the LPC has brought all relevant regulatory matters to the attention of contractors via the Newsletter or 

website, and latterly via News Updates (since June 2016): 

 Opening requirements on Public Holidays - The LPC has continued to publish on its website all of the 

information received from the Area Team of NHS England about pharmacy openings on all Bank Holidays. 

 Promotion of Pharmacy premises – once again, we have had reported to us incidents of patients 

inadvertently signing up to services offered by internet/mail order pharmacies believing them to being 

operated by their own local pharmacy; the LPC has supported many contractors in defending attempts by 

others to obtain nominations for EPS prescriptions from long standing regular clients who wish to continue 

supporting their local pharmacy.  

 In addition to the above, we highlighted the problems caused to many local patients when a large internet 

pharmacy based outside of our area experienced a catastrophic systems failure, which resulted in many of 

their patients not getting their medicines over the Christmas and New Year period 2015. 

The Area Team of NHS England, CCGs & Community Pharmacy 

We have continued to enjoy an effective, professional and workman-like relationship with NHSE, particularly with 

Andy Pickard as Professional Pharmacy Lead, Mani Hussain as LPN Chair and the primary care team as a whole. The 

LPC has continued to be involved with the Controlled Drugs Local Intelligence Network in the past year – key issues 

arising from this have been around reporting of CD incidents (where there is now an online reporting tool), sharing 

of good practice and learning from incidents reported by all providers, and also intelligence from police forces locally 

on availability of illegally supplied substances, particularly the so-called “legal highs”, now classed and regulated as 

New Psychoactive Substances. We continue to provide resources in relation to all aspect of Controlled Drugs via our 

website. 

Local Professional Network (LPN) for Pharmacy 

The LPC continues to take an active role in the LPN which includes members from community/LPCs, primary 

care/CCGs, secondary care, academia, providers, and mental health trusts. The LPN was involved considerably in the 

development of the PNAs across the AT area, and although the work stream groups no longer have separate 

meetings the focus of the LPN can be broadly summarised as: 

 Support for Self Care 

 Therapeutic  

 Mental health 

 Professional Leadership & workforce 

 Pharmacy Interface 

The LPN aims to support the whole pharmacy profession and to enable progress in improving patient care and 

outcomes; the key area which has benefitted community pharmacy locally is in the ongoing commissioning by NHS 

England of the Pharmacy First services – Common Ailments, Emergency Supply and PGDs for UTIs and Impetigo. 

The LPN chair is on the West Midlands HLP working group and we hope that this will bring some new momentum to 

the HLP “movement” and generate some ideas for funding streams for HLP locally. 

We see the LPN as an important adjunct in seeking multi-disciplinary approaches to improving patient care and are 

continuing our engagement in the current year.  Through our involvement with the LPN we are seeing many 

opportunities which could benefit our contractors, these include meeting the head of Staffordshire Public Health; 
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exploring apprenticeships for community pharmacy; looking at applying for grants to fund projects in our 

pharmacies. 

Summary Care Records (SCR) 

In 2015-16 the process began to enable community pharmacies (specifically pharmacists and registered technicians) 

to be able to access a patient’s SCR with the aim of improving patient care. The LPC worked with Midlands and 

Lancashire CSU to organise a number of face-to-face workshops across the NHS England Shropshire & Staffordshire 

area, for those pharmacy companies not accredited to provide their own training and support. Attendance at these 

by at least one member of the pharmacy team is necessary before access to SCR could be granted at that site; 

additionally, registrants had to work through CPPE e-learning and pass an e-assessment, along with having an 

appropriate smartcard before being able to access SCR. Although a majority of the relevant pharmacies did attend 

these workshops, the move to “go-live” and actively access SCR has been slower than anticipated, and the LPC 

continues to support the CSU in encouraging contractors to take the necessary to go live. 

Electronic Prescription Service Release 2 

The LPC has continued to provide support for contractors in the roll-out of EPS R2; the focus in the year has been in 

East Staffordshire, with a number of the practices there having gone live in the year. Furthermore, in other CCG 

areas, the main aim has been to get engagement with electronic repeat prescribing, and there has been some 

success in this, although it is still patchy. As ever, updates and resources on EPS are available via the EPS page on the 

LPC website. Contractors can see information on all GP sites that are live or in the 8-week notice period prior to 

going live at http://systems.hscic.gov.uk/eps/stats although the specific information on our own practices is 

repeated on the LPC website. 

QIPP and cost-saving measures 

Much of the discussions with CCG Medicines Optimisation Leads at LPC meetings has been on this subject – there 

continues to be a steady stream of prescribing changes which impact on community pharmacy contractors and 

patients, and the LPC always seeks to get an appropriate period of notice for local contractors to enable stocks to be 

adjusted and patients warned what to expect. Whilst we have had some success in achieving this, two contentious 

subjects have dominated relationships with the CCGs over the year. 

Pharmacy Repeat Ordering systems – CCGs via Medicines Optimisation leads continue to report issues which their 

GPs highlight as being the cause of over-ordering of prescription medicines and therefore waste. Despite the efforts 

of LPC and contractors, patients are still identifying pharmacies as the source of over-ordering; in reality, problems 

can be identified at every stage in the process. The LPC is working with CCGs especially to support the up-skilling of 

practice administration staff to allow them to better understand how patients order their repeat medicines, what 

problems and issues can occur and how to be more proactive at identifying these earlier in the process, in addition 

to understanding more about community pharmacy and the dispensing process. Despite this, CCGs have been 

attracted by the claims of cost savings from areas such as Coventry and Luton where Prescription Ordering Direct 

service has been used by many practices. This is a single dedicated prescription reorder line, open for limited hours 

only Monday to Friday. We have many concerns about how a similar service would impact on both patients and 

contractors; we believe that there are many people who will be unable to use such a service, whether that may be 

for practical reasons ie the patient is unable to call during the limited hours, or that they have been unable to 

manage their own medicines and repeat ordering and pharmacy staff have undertaken this task on their behalf. 

There has been an impact on pharmacy operations in those contractors in Coventry as they do not have prior 

knowledge of their expected workload, and with pressure on resources this may delay patients receiving their 

medicines. Whatever the eventual outcome, the LPC is committed to ensuring that these issues are heard, and that 

we believe that the best way forward in managing over-ordering is by the use of Repeat Dispensing under EPS, 

where appropriate. 

Dressings Pilot in East Staffordshire – as reported last year, this began due to the shortage of nurse prescribers able 

to order dressings on F10 in this area, and the refusal of some GP practices to write prescriptions for patients they 

had not personally seen. The pilot continues, and has left a number of contractors in the Burton area with reduced 

prescription business and dead stock. Despite the LPC trying to work with the CCG to find an alternative solution 

which keeps dressing supply within the regulatory route, ie via FP10s and dispensed in community pharmacies, the 

http://www.southstaffslpc.co.uk/resources/electronic-prescriptions-eps/
http://www.southstaffslpc.co.uk/resources/electronic-prescriptions-eps/
http://systems.hscic.gov.uk/eps/stats
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situation has been further complicated by East Staffs CCG’s decision to contract out it’s Community Nurse and Long 

Term Condition service to Virgin Health – who want to continue and expand the use of ONPOS. In short, the pilot will 

still be in place for a further 6 months at least, and whilst not currently expanding gives all parties the opportunity to 

find an alternative solution, which your LPC will be seeking along with the CCG. 

Communications 

In addition to the Pharmacy Cuts issue described earlier, the LPC has continued to have regular contact with primary 

care organisations and other stakeholders, including local councils, charities and other organisations through 

engagement with bodies such as South Staffordshire Dementia Network and the Staffordshire Carer’s Partnership. 

Further to our commitment last September to improve communications with both commissioners, public and other 

stakeholders, we have two significant developments: 

 Think Pharmacy Event: this was held in November 2015 with the aim of providing commissioners, patient 

groups and other stakeholders with an opportunity to see what community pharmacy provision already has 

to offer in Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent, and has the potential to do in the future. This event attracted 

delegates from CCGs, Healthwatch in both Staffs and Stoke, local councils, public health, West Midlands 

Ambulance Service/NHS111, NHS England, SSOTP, Keele school of pharmacy, Carers’ groups and the 

Alzheimer’s Society. Delegates heard presentations from: 

o Alastair Buxton (Director of NHS Services, PSNC) on how the national community pharmacy contract 

can help met the needs of commissioners locally in the delivery of healthcare;  

o Michelle Dyoss (Dudley Council) on how the commissioning of public health services through 

community pharmacy has delivered benefit to them, and some ideas of how that might progress in 

the future.  

o Fiona Castle (Chief Officer, Swindon & Wilts LPC) on how their local commissioners had benefitted 

from a local diabetes service 

o Jim Ellam (Assistive Technology Lead, SSOTP) on how AT was helping to deliver good outcomes for 

patients both in medicines optimisation, long term condition management, and keeping clients and 

patients safe – and how community pharmacy could engage with this opportunity and support their 

patients. 

o Finally, there was a lively question and answer session. 

The feedback from the event was generally positive, and many delegates reporting that they had found the 

event enlightening both from the point of view of services already available through community pharmacies, 

but also on the potential to make better use of the skills and resources available with our pharmacies.  

In addition, a contractor event in the evening was to showcase good practice to pharmacists and their 

teams, what developments are already taking place which will affect the services they will provide and how 

they can get involved, to the benefit of patients, commissioners and contractors alike. At this event, 

delegates heard from: 

o Nigel Ratcliffe (Head of Keele school of pharmacy) on pharmacy undergraduate education both 

today and in the future, and the impact this will have on the way services will be provided 

o Alastair Buxton (PSNC) on what lies on the horizon for community pharmacy 

o Gill Hall from CPPE on the Declaration of Competence and how it is transforming the way we get 

accredited to deliver services 

o Paul Copeland from the West Midlands Acedemic Science Network on how the FLO project in Stoke 

and North Staffs is supporting patients both with medicine concordance and better outcomes for 

long-term conditions 

o Julie Shenton from the West Midlands Clinical Research Network on how community pharmacists 

and their teams can get involved in practice research, and what benefits can be gleaned from that 

involvement 

o Malcolm Hill – a contractor from Stoke-on-Trent on how he delivered a successful flu vaccination 

service. 

The event was organised jointly by South Staffs LPC and North Staffs & Stoke LPC and was largely funded via 

support from pharmaceutical companies – we acknowledge the contributions made by the following: 
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Astellas Pharma Ltd; Apodi Limited; Teva UK Limited; Pfizer Ltd; Lundbeck Ltd; Bayer PLC; Leo Pharma; Lilly 

UK; Ipsen Ltd UK; GSK UK; Chiesi Ltd; Merck Sharp & Dohme Ltd 

 Patient-Facing Website – the Committee decided to engage the services of Elissa Pateman as 

Communications Officer alongside the similar role she undertakes for North Staffs & Stoke LPC. Part of her 

remit was to develop a patient-facing website to enable patients to easily find information about and access 

relevant community pharmacy services. This relies on accurate information on which services pharmacies 

are currently delivering, and whilst we are able to identify much data from PharmOutcomes reports, we 

would urge all contractors to ensure that you keep the LPC up-to-date in what services you are providing. 

The launch will be soon, and expect with supporting social media activity that it will be a major driver in 

signposting patients to relevant services. 

PSNC 

Your LPC has continued to be active in attending regional and national PSNC events, and although our West 

Midlands regional PSNC representative (Rajesh Morjaria) did not attend any LPC meetings during 2015-16 we were 

in regular contact with him to both report on PSNC activity and take feedback from the LPC back to PSNC. Raj has, 

since the end of the financial year, resigned his position as his company now runs more than the maximum nine 

pharmacies allowed to represent Independent Contractors on PSNC.  

Finally, LPC members and officers have attended and reported on national events such as LPC Chief Officers’ and 

Chairs’ meetings in June & November, and LPC Conference in November.  

Quality & Performance 

LPC meeting agendas continued to include discussions on issues of Quality and Performance; these feed into the 

updates on our website, Newsletters (upto June 2016) and News Updates. Regular features are on contractual 

requirements, price concessions and governance features. 

LPC Newsletter 

The LPC continued to publish during 2015-16 a monthly Newsletter which was emailed to our mailing list and posted 

to those contractors requesting a hard-copy, as well as being available on the LPC website. We have since June this 

year only been sending out an email “update”, rather than a newsletter as such; as with our newsletter, those 

requiring a posted copy can contact us via email (carol@southstaffslpc.co.uk) or telephone us on 01785 715460. 

LPC Website www.southstaffslpc.co.uk  

Our LPC website hosted though PSNC has continued to offer an extensive range of resources and information to our 

contractors and this remains the area of greatest communications activity over the 12 month period. As already 

mentioned by our Chair, I too would like to thank Gill Hall particularly for her efforts in ensuring that all the 

necessary information and resources continue to be both relevant and current.  

Other Contractor Communications 

The LPC began to use MailChimp in 2015 for email communication with contractors. This has had a number of 

advantages over traditional emails –  

1. That we get information on who, and how many subscribers, open our emails 

2. We are able to track how many subscribers follow links to our website or other online resources 

3. Subscriber management is simplified, with individuals signing up via the LPC website automatically added to 

our mailing list, likewise enabling those no longer wishing to receive information from the LPC to 

unsubscribe via a link in the email. 

Our mailing list has now increased from 250 at this time last year to well over 300; open rates are consistently in the 

30-40% bracket, with click rates at around half that. We understand that our contractors, pharmacists and their 

teams rely on this for receiving information, and since the end of the 2015-16 year we have been sending out an 

email update rather than a link to a newsletter. This has been well received so far however we will continue to 

monitor performance over the coming months and as with other information aim to make updates as relevant and 

timely as possible. 

LPC Buddy List  

http://www.southstaffslpc.co.uk/
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We have refreshed the Buddy List during the year to ensure as far as possible that LPC members speak to the group 

of contractors that they represent. Thus Independent members deal largely with independent pharmacies, etc. 

which is of mutual benefit in contractors getting information which is relevant to them, and delivered by LPC 

members who understand their businesses best. The key messages which we talked about were on the Community 

Pharmacy 2016/17 & Beyond proposals, information on Pharmacy First services, workshop and event reminders, and 

seeking feedback on other LPC communications activity, notably the website, and LPC mousemats, distributed late in 

2015. It is pleasing to note that in every pharmacy visited by LPC officers, these have been seen to be in use, and 

provide a handy way of reminding contractors and their teams about the availability of information, resources and 

support on the LPC website – easily accessed by means of a QR code too. 

LPC Meetings 

The member attendance record appears in Appendix 1; the document also shows those who have joined as guests at 

LPC meetings including representatives of pharmacy contractors, CCG Medicines Optimisation pharmacists and 

technicians, NHS England clinical pharmacy lead, public health team members, pre-registration graduates, St Giles 

Hospice and from NHR Clinical Research network. 

As ever, we would remind you that all community pharmacy contractors are welcome to attend an LPC meeting as 

an observer, save for any confidential items; we actively encourage contractor engagement with LPC business so if 

you would like to attend please let us know. All meetings appear in the LPC Calendar on our website. We hope that 

contractors continue to access our meeting minutes, which are published on the LPC website after they approved at 

the following LPC meeting; upcoming meeting agendas are similarly published on the website. 

PharmOutcomes 

The LPC has continued to invest in the licence for PharmOutcomes across the former Shropshire and Staffordshire 

Area Team geography. In addition to holding contracts with NHS England and Staffordshire Public Health, Telford & 

Wrekin Council, Shropshire Council and Stoke-on-Trent City Council for recording much of their service provision we 

also now have agreed contracts with Lifeline in Stoke-on-Trent for substance misuse services, Staffordshire and Stok-

on-Trent Partnership Trust (SSOTP) for recording their lifestyle services provision (principally Quit Smoking services 

currently) delivered through their Together 4 Health division, but also for the PivoTell service claims. In addition, we 

have just agreed a similar provision for Help2Change, delivering lifestyle services in Shropshire County. We will 

however be losing the contract with Staffordshire County Council as their EHC service will be delivered by Lloyds 

Pharmacy as a result of them winning the tender for this service from December 2016. We will be providing more 

information on this change (which we are confident will NOT result in only Lloyds Pharmacies being able to provide 

EHC) once the LPC have met with the Lloyds team later this month. Overall, we are satisfied that your LPC’s 

investment in the licence for PharmOutcomes locally ensures that we are able to provide a single platform enabling 

contractors to record and claim for delivery of pharmacy services on a sustainable basis. 

Local “Provider” Company 

The LPC considered supporting the formation of a local “provider” company back in 2014, and at that time did not 

feel that it made the best use of its resources. However, both LPCs in Staffordshire once again considered the idea, 

and although we decided to put any discussion on hold until the issues raised by “Community Pharmacy 2016/17 

and Beyond” were resolved, other events have led us to once again put this on our agenda. Since the end of the 

2015-16 year, LPCs across the West Midlands Region have been preparing to support the launch of a company there, 

and Shropshire and Staffordshire LPCs have been given the opportunity to get involved too. Officers attended an 

exploratory meeting and with the West Midlands LPC areas expected to hold Extraordinary General Meetings for 

contractors soon, your LPC will make a decision on whether we too will be involved at its October meeting. We will 

keep contractors informed and call an EGM in due course should the move be approved by members. 

Finally, I would like once again to offer my sincere thanks to my LPC Officer colleagues Gill Hall (our Service 

Development Officer), Carol Lumby (Treasurer and Administrator), Steve Bullock (Chair) and Martin Wilson (Vice-

Chair) for their help and support over the year and ongoing; also to all of our LPC members for their input at LPC 

meetings and beyond. 

Peter Prokopa 

Chief Operations Officer  
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Service Development Officer’s Report 

This year the LPC have worked hard to ensure the LPC and community pharmacy maintains a high profile within the 

local health economy.  As in previous years, we have continued to explore new and innovative ways of funding and 

commissioning community pharmacy services.  The continually evolving nature of the NHS and local government 

commissioning structures has kept us busy as we work on consolidating work done in previous years, maintaining 

relationships and dealing with practical issues arising as a result of the ongoing changes.  The Officers of the LPC 

have worked together to ensure that we have good representation across Staffordshire at the various groups and 

meetings. 

The Service Development work fell into four broad categories; Ensuring continuity of Pharmacy Services and 

Exploring Possibilities for New Services; Training; Healthy Living Pharmacy; Communications and Networking.  A 

detailed report of these areas is provided below. 

Ensuring continuity of Pharmacy Services and Exploring Possibilities for new Services 

An ongoing priority for the LPC is to ensure that as many of our community pharmacies as possible are delivering a 

full range of available Local Pharmacy Services and that these services are delivered to a consistently high standard.    

The LPC website plays an important role in informing our contractors about the various pharmacy services available 

to them (both national and locally commissioned).  The LPC maintain the website and it is regularly updated to 

provide access to the most up to date versions of SLAs, PGDs and other relevant information for all pharmacy. 

We have continued to meet with service commissioners (Public Health, NHSE and CCGs) regularly and maintaining 

good relationships, to ensure continuity of service opportunities across the South Staffordshire geography. 

We are lucky to have a group of health care professionals in our area who are committed to better outcomes for 

patients and we have been able to work together to make progress exploring the possibilities for new and innovative 

services and how these can be commissioned locally.   

This year has also seen the continuation of the Flu Jab Advanced Service for pharmacy - we have been working with 

NHSE to look at ways in which they can support pharmacies to advertise the service to the public. 

The LPC are continuing to work with NHS111 to ensure that they refer appropriate patients to pharmacy services 

and will be asking contractors to ensure that if they sign up to provide a service that no only is the regular 

pharmacist accredited to provide but also they have locum pharmacists who can offer the service so that referrers 

can be confident that patients will receive the service when referred in by call handlers. 

PHARMOUTCOMES  

We are very fortunate in Staffordshire that commissioners of services have funded the use of PharmOutcomes for 

recording pharmacy services.  This system allows pharmacies to record activity and then automatically generates 

service claims on a monthly or quarterly basis (decided by commissioners).  PharmOutcomes is managed locally by 

your LPC.  All pharmacies have access to this system and details of how to use the system to record services is 

available on the LPC website. 

DECLARATION OF COMPETENCE (DoC) 

Many commissioners have adopted the DoC which is hosted on the CPPE website and allows pharmacy professionals 

to use their professional judgement to match themselves against professional standards and commissioners 

requirements and then self-certify their readiness to deliver services.  Help on completing a DoC is available on the 

LPC website. 

The DoC is recognised nationally but each DoC must be tailored to a particular area.   A pharmacist signing a DoC to 

provide a service in Staffordshire must authorise the CPPE system to talk to PharmOutcomes and then they will be 

recognised by PharmOutcomes to provide a service (e.g. EHC) at any accredited pharmacy across Staffordshire.  It is 

worth noting that if the pharmacist moves area e.g. wants to provide EHC in Stoke on Trent, where the service is 

commissioned by a different LA they will need to complete a new DoC for that area. 
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PHARMACY FIRST FOR COMMON AILMENTS 

The Pharmacy First for Common ailments continues to be commissioned for year round provision, it is commissioned 

by NHSE and all 8 CCGs across Staffordshire and Shropshire.   Because the service is ongoing we are encouraging all 

contractors to sign up to this service and we are working on new advertising to coincide with the launch of the most 

recent version of the SLA.  All of the CCGs are keen to refer patients into the service andwe are continuing to work 

with NHS11 to increase referrals as we want it to be a real success. 

The 2016 version of the SLA has been sent to contractors for signing, as in the previous version there are limits on 

the number of supplies per patient per year and this will be managed within the PharmOutcomes module.  

Pharmacy teams are required to record the provisions live or by the end of the next working day if no live link is 

available at the time of consultation. 

Please note that pharmacies are required to sign the new SLA even if they are currently operating the service.  For 

those pharmacies which are part of a multiple the signature must be from your head office – this definitely applies 

for Boots, Lloyds and Well pharmacies and pharmacies which are part of other chains are advised to check with your 

head office.  Also please be aware that multiples often do a “bulk” sign up to services so the LPC urge branches to 

check whether they have been signed up to deliver the service. 

 

As in previous years, we are looking for a high take up rate among contractors and would like all of those signing up 

to this service to offer it during all of their opening hours so that referrers and referred patients can be confident 

that the service will be provided at the pharmacy when they attend. 

PHARMACY FIRST SERVICE FOR UTI AND IMPETIGO 

This service is now part of the Pharmacy First family of services and as such is commissioned by NHSE and the 8 

Staffordshire and Shropshire CCGs. 

Treatment for UTI in Staffordshire pharmacies is with trimethoprim and for Impetigo with systemic antibiotics – the 

topical treatment option has been removed from the service. 

Recording is via PharmOutcomes and the system will send a notification to the patient’s GP to advise them that the 

patient has received treatment. 

The LPC are encouraging as many pharmacies as possible to sign up to deliver this service and we are asking 

pharmacy contractors to ensure that all regular pharmacists and any locums employed are able to offer this service.  

Details of how to provide the service can be found on our LPC website. 

PHARMACY FIRST EMERGENCY SUPPLY 

This service is commissioned by NHSE across Staffordshire and Shropshire.  Patients who are registered with a GP in 

England and who have run out of medication may access the service.  The pharmacy must have signed the SLA and 

follow the conditions outlined in the SLA.   

The service is recorded on PharmOutcomes and payment is for the medication plus a professional fee.  The 

pharmacy must NOT request a prescription to cover the supply as the service is designed to remove this requirement 

as the patient is provided with up to 14 days supply of medication which then gives them time to request a 

prescription via the normal route. 

The service is commissioned by NHSE as it offers a more cost effective way for patients to access medication which 

they have run out of rather than them attending OOH or A&E for a supply, or even going without medication such as 

inhalers, metformin and blood pressure medication.   

NHS PHARMACY FLU VACCINATION SERVICE 

The NHS pharmacy flu jab Advanced Service is once again available to all pharmacies this season.  It is now active 

and the advertising campaign will commence shortly, and pharmacies can vaccinate all over 18 year olds in any at-
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risk groups, this includes carers.  Pharmacists are required to complete the 2016 DoC for NHS Flu jabs and must claim 

for vaccinations given using the form from NHS BSA.  No claims will be accepted after April 5th 2017 so it is 

important to send in your claim forms in a timely manner. 

The PharmOutcomes system is available to use to record the flu jabs and this will automatically inform GPs that a 

patient has been vaccinated, however, if there is no nhs.net email address for a surgery you will be prompted to 

print out a record and send a paper version to that patient’s surgery.  PharmOutcomes will NOT generate invoices 

for vaccines given – you must claim via NHS BSA in line with the FP34C process. 

The aim of the national flu jab service is to complement the service offered by GPs with an aim of increasing the 

number of at-risk patients being vaccinated.  Pharmacies should encourage patients who normally go to their GP to 

continue to do so and try to identify patients who have not had the vaccine before or who are unable to attend their 

GP for a jab.  In this way the pharmacy service may increase uptake rates, this is especially the case in the under 65s 

at risk where current vaccination rates are around 50%, way below the national target rate for flu jab uptake.  

SEXUAL HEALTH SERVICES 

Sexual health services are the responsibility of the public health department (PH), part of the Local Authority (LA), 

which covers all of Staffordshire.  This year the LA again started a tender process with the intention that one 

provider would take on the responsibility for all sexual health services across Staffordshire.  The pharmacy sexual 

health service fell into Lot 1 and this tender was awarded in August 2016 to Lloyds pharmacy.  They will have 

responsibility for the service from December 1st 2016 and the LPC are meeting with Lloyds over the coming weeks to 

discover what the service will look like from December 1st. 

The current contract between Staffordshire County Council and community pharmacy ends on November 30th 2016 

and all contractors will now have received a letter notifying them of this. 

The LPC will work hard to keep the sexual health service available from as many pharmacies across Staffordshire as 

possible and will keep our contractors informed as discussions progress. 

EHC 

The current EHC contract runs until 30th November 2016.  After this time there will be a new contract and details 

will follow as soon as they are available. 

Details of how to become accredited to deliver the current EHC service can be found on the LPC website.  

Pharmacies should record supplies on their PMR system as well as on PharmOutcomes, and pharmacies MUST 

ensure they complete the module correctly.  You must record your provisions in a timely manner in order that 

provisions up to the end of November are paid by Staffordshire County Council.  Failure to do this may result in non-

payment for the service.  Paper claims are not accepted. 

CHLAMYDIA TESTING 

The current Chalmydia testing service is part of the Staffordshire County Council subcontracted sexual health 

services.  For the past year Chlamydia test kits have been supplied through our pharmacies and the sexual health 

team are pleased with pharmacy’s contribution to the high number of young people tested for Chlamydia across the 

whole of South Staffordshire.  The claims process for this service is automatic, pharmacies are paid for kits returned 

to the lab for testing and each pharmacy has a supply of tests with their unique identifier added.  Pharmacies are 

asked not to give tests to other branches and if a pharmacy changes ownership please ensure that Be-Clear are 

informed to ensure payment goes to the correct pharmacy.  Claims are viewable on PharmOutcomes and the 

payment will be made by the LA (on a quarterly basis). 

From December 1st 2016 the way the Be-Clear service is funded by Staffordshire County Council is changing and so 

the current system of pharmacy Chlamydia tests will end on November 30th 2016.  Although they remain convinced 

that pharmacy teams are well placed to give out information and encourage young people to have a Chlamydia test, 

the new tendering/contract process means that it will now be up to Be-Clear to determine how to best use 
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pharmacies as part of the Chlamydia testing programme.  The LPC will be talking to Be-Clear to discuss this and will 

keep our contractors informed as we find out what is happening. 

SUPERVISED CONSUMPTION 

This service is commissioned through One Recovery who hold the contract for substance misuse services with 

Staffordshire County Council.  The service is available to all pharmacy contractors and full details are available on the 

LPC website.  The service is recorded on PharmOutcomes and paper claims will not be accepted. 

NEEDLE EXCHANGE SERVICE 

One Recovery commissions this service, the pharmacy is paid a retainer and it is only commissioned in pharmacies in 

areas with a high client population and where there is no other local provision of needle exchange services.  The 

service is recorded and packs are ordered via modules on PharmOutcomes.  

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE SERVICES 

SSOTP run this service which covers many aspects of healthy lifestyle; alcohol, weight and smoking.  Pharmacies are 

able to refer clients into the alcohol and the weight management services via the Healthy Lifestyle Hub – more 

details can be found on the LPC website. 

Together4Health is the new name for the Time to Quit smoking cessation service which is run by SSOTP and claims 

for the smoking service are now made via PharmOutcomes.  A new Varenicline PGD is being developed and 

Together4Health are hoping to roll this out soon.  

PIVOTELL 

This service is continuing and patients will be assessed by SSOTP to ensure that they are eligible for the service and 

monthly claims are now made on PharmOutcomes 

STAFFORD ALCOHOL SERVICE 

This service is funded by Stafford Borough Council and is only available to pharmacies within the borough.  The 

service has offered help to pharmacy users, giving advice on risk levels associated with their alcohol intake and how 

to reduce these risks.  We are looking for pharmacy contractors in Stafford Borough to offer this service and anyone 

interested in joining this service should contact the LPC. 

HLP CONTINENCE SERVICE 

This service is open to HLPs and is designed to help pharmacy users who have continence issues by raising awareness 

of the problems and possible help that is available. This is a simple service offered by Healthy Living Champions who 

have a conversation with the client and offer information and signposting, this is recorded on PharmOutcomes which 

also generates claims for payment. 

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT 

For pharmacists and pharmacy staff:  The LPC continue to be recognised by local contractors and pharmacists as the 

providers of regular training for pharmacists and their staff. During the past 12 months topics covered have included: 

SCR, COPD and respiratory. 

As well as being the service development officer with South Staffs LPC I continue to work as the CPPE tutor for 

Staffordshire and Shropshire and so I have been able to maximise the training available to our pharmacists, pre-

registration pharmacists and registered pharmacy technicians by carefully managing the training diary to give a 

spread of topics and dates through the year. 

Topics this year have included Parkinson’s disease, Consultation skills (focus on older patients) and Acute Kidney 

Injury 

For Other people outside of the community pharmacy:  
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I have continued to speak to the falls groups in Tamworth and Lichfield, which are organised by the physiotherapy 

team.  I talk to people who have had a fall about the role of medicines in falls and recommending that they come in 

and talk to their local pharmacist, always stressing the benefits of MURs. 

I have again delivered talks to GP receptionists in East Staffordshire explaining the services offered in community 

pharmacies and this has proved very useful at building links between pharmacy and GP practices.  This month I will 

be detailing the Pharmacy First Common Ailments and the UTI and Impetigo Services as well as promoting electronic 

Repeat Dispensing.  In addition to this I am also involved in delivering a section of a training course for practice staff 

in SES, Cannock Chase and Stafford CCG areas.  The training I am delivering is designed to help them understand the 

prescription process with a particular emphasis on what happens in the community pharmacy. 

HEALTHY LIVING PHARMACIES 

Locally we have 41 accredited HLPs and a further 31 pharmacies working towards becoming HLPs.  The LPC is 

committed to our HLPs we continue to employ Elissa Pateman as our HLP facilitator one day a week, this will be 

reducing to half a day week from September.  She produces a monthly newsletter and is part of the HLP steering 

group.  She helps HLPs with health promotion campaigns and is available to give hints and tips to those working 

towards accreditation.   

COMMUNICATIONS & NETWORKING 

This year has seen a continuation of previous hard work, with the LPC strengthening links with all 4 CCGs as well as 

with many consultants in different branches of the public health department.   

The LPN under the chairmanship of Manir Hussain continues to meet regularly and I attend the steering group.   The 

LPN continues to be instrumental in negotiations with NHSE on various pharmacy related issues.  The LPN gives us a 

regular voice at NHSE and our involvement in this group is very important.  The LPN is focused on raising the profile 

of pharmacy locally and working towards improving working better across sectors for improved patient outcomes.  

The work of the LPN has included many community pharmacy services such as Pharmacy First suite of services 

(common ailments, emergency supply and now UTI and Impetigo)  

The LPC will continue to work hard for our pharmacies to ensure that pharmacy is at the heart of health care 

provision in South Staffordshire. 

Dr. Gill Hall  

Service Development Officer   
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Treasurer’s Report 2015-16 

My job as Treasurer of the LPC is to look after the funds of the committee and ensure that they are used as set out in 

the LPC constitution. In my role I am supported by and accountable to the LPC and the LPC Finance subcommittee 

for the proper management of all aspects of LPC finances. 

Bank Accounts – South Staffordshire LPC has 2 bank accounts and 1 business savers account 

 Business account -  Holds the money received from contractor’s levy and is used for the day to day operation of 

the committee as set out in the constitution 

 Service Account -    Holds money we have received to fund services, such as the Alcohol Intervention Service and 

HLP Continence Service. This account is also used to hold funding received for the management of 

PharmOutcomes. 

 Business Savers Account – Holds some of the LPC’s reserve funding  

 

LPC Business Accounts - The LPC business accounts are audited by a registered chartered accountant and presented 

at the Annual general meeting for approval. Copies of the accounts are available on the LPC website 

 

LPC Service Accounts - The Service Accounts are now audited each year by a registered chartered accountant. The 

Service accounts are separate from the business accounts, with funding shown as deferred income to show that we 

have an obligation to pay out on these services. The Service Accounts are not a requirement of the AGM, but they 

are available to those Commissioners funding service projects 

 

Finance Sub Committee 

The Finance subcommittee comprises of four members: -  Myself as the Treasurer, Martin Wilson; Vice Chair of the 

LPC and a CCA representative, Chris Smith an AIM representative and Narinder Chahal an Independent 

representative. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the committee for all their help and support 

throughout the year.   

All financial decisions are reviewed and agreed by the finance subcommittee before being presented to the full LPC 

committee for approval. During 2015-16 the committee reviewed and agreed the following: - 

LPC Reserves 

PSNC recommend that LPC Committees maintain a reserve equivalent to six months’ worth of expenditure. During 

the financial year we continually monitor our expenditure against the budget and produce quarterly budget 

comparisons to show actual expenditure against budgeted expenditure and projected expenditure against budgeted 

expenditure and then make any necessary recommendations to the LPC committee. The balance sheet for the 

business account for 2015-16 has closed with a surplus and the LPC now have the recommended six months’ 

reserves going forward to 2016-17. 

 

Corporation Tax 

Our accountant wrote to HMRC on behalf of the LPC to request written exemption from filing corporation tax. 

Following the response from HMRC the LPC have written to advise HMRC of gross interest received on the business 

account from 2014 onwards.  We are now seeking confirmation that Corporation tax will only be due on the bank 

interest received.  

 

Service Account Funding Analysis 

The LPC keeps an accurate up to date record of funding expenditure and quarterly accounts are presented at LPC 

meeting. 

 

Think Pharmacy Event 

In conjunction with North Staffs & Stoke LPC, South Staffs LPC held a Think Pharmacy event in November 2015 in 

order to engage with and inform commissioners, providers and other stakeholders, about community pharmacy and 
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the services pharmacy provide. The event was mainly supported by educational grants or the purchase of display 

space by a number of pharmaceutical companies. A small additional cost was incurred that was not covered by 

sponsorship, this cost was shared with North Staffs LPC and can be viewed on the annual accounts. 

 

LPC Budget 2016-17 

The LPC budget was prepared to show predicted expenditure in 2016-17 and is linked to the LPC work programme. 

We looked at the LPC budget for 2015-16 and were appropriate reduced some expenditure on this year’s budget and 

included additional expenditure relating to pensions costs, the auto enrolment pension scheme and media costs for 

the development of the patient facing website.  It was also agreed that we would continue to cut the number of LPC 

meeting from 12 to 10 per year to reduce locum and mileage expenditure.  As required a copy of the LPC Budget was 

sent to the local NHS Area Team, no later than one month prior to the beginning of the new financial year. 

 

LPC Expenses Policy  

The expenses policy was updated in February 2016 provide further clarification of claimable expenses in relation to 

locum costs incurred by members attending LPC meetings, subcommittee meetings and LPC and PSNC training. 

 

Financial Services Compensation Scheme 

Working within the limits of the FSCS we have now setup a Business Savers Account to hold some of the LPC reserves 

separate from the LPC’s current banking accounts. 

 

Summary 

 

1. The balance sheet for the business account for 2015-16 closed with a surplus of £7,818 and the LPC now 

have the recommended six months’ reserves going forward to 2016-17. 

2. During the financial year we continually monitor our expenditure against the budget and make any 

necessary recommendations to the LPC committee 

3. Where possible we aim to secure sponsorship for events and work with in partnership with other LPCs to try 

and reduce the overall cost of any training or event. 

4. We currently pay an annual levy to PSNC of £38,229, which we pay in half yearly instalments. We have 

enquired about paying quarterly, so as to more evenly balance expenditure, but have been advised that this 

option is currently not available. 

5. The LPC business accounts are audited by a registered chartered accountant and presented at the Annual 

general meeting for approval. Included with the accounts is an Independent Examiners report as 

recommended by PSNC 

6. The Service Accounts are audited by a registered chartered accountant and are available to those 

Commissioners funding projects, but they are not a requirement of the AGM. Included with the Service 

accounts is a related party note to explain any payments made to the business account. 

7. The LPC Budget for 2016-17 was approved at the February LPC meeting and sent to NHS England Area Team. 

 


